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PF ROUND 2  Online Ballot Comments

Reggie Mendez & Ryan Ji vs Reagan Riojas &
Areesha Rahman

 

Goldin, Ben
RFD

voted on the clearly extended link chain with a terminalized impact over the bad link.

voted on delays from negotiation.

Comments for Mendez & Ji
nice job on extensions and on weighing your weighing completely sold me just win the argument next time.

Comments for Riojas & Rahman
I really liked your case it was well constructed.

also you both gave great extensions

Sharick Merchant & Caden Juang vs Siddhartha
Rana & Leon Sakata

 

Gribble, Ty
RFD

Tbh this debate is entirely over innovation, Neg doesn't refute Columbia.

Comments for Merchant & Juang
first speaker got bodied

don't let them talk over you

Spend more time on their case in summary

Comments for Rana & Sakata
Signposting links

you're wrong about opioid treatment, kind of

Decent collapsing

Why are you so angry in cx like they didn't kill your father.

Flesh out all your links

William Parcu & Matthew Cecil vs Annette
Navaretto & Kennedy Honors

 

Irfan, Hanaa
RFD

Aff wins accessibility through the 3 dollar turn that is brought up in rebuttal, extended through summary, and provided as
a voter in final focus.

Comments for Parcu & Cecil
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First Speaker-

time your speeches, you went overtime for case

Comments for Navaretto & Honors
Second Speaker-

FIRE rebuttal also awesome job controlling crossfire

Roberto Hinojosa & Christian Felan vs Travis Kho &
Andrew Lian

 

Dillihunt, John (Jack)
RFD

i voted for the aff over risk of offence, even their impact wasn't exactly quantified, they rebutted their link of crisper and
current regulations really well.

Comments for Hinojosa & Felan
nice job yall, one piece of advice is just don't get hung up on silly things like their source credibility unless you have
evidence of their evidence being bad.

Comments for Kho & Lian
yall did incredible, my only recomendations are 1) speak just a little bit slowly, and 2) become more aquainted with the
rules of debate concerning new arguments in 2nd summary. I really liked yall's confidence, confidence is key in debate
and yall had the confidence of seasoned debators, good job and i hope yall continue to do debate when you graduate
middle school and move on to highschool.

Randy Goodall & Matthew Atme vs Jacob Malon &
Andre Nesic

 

Nguyen, Timothy
RFD

Aff extended arguments and responded well to the innovation contention.

Kevin Pedroza & Sergio Karam vs Walker Turley &
Max Ginsburg

 

Dillihunt, John (Jack)
RFD

very very very very very very low point win.

Comments for Pedroza & Karam
focus on a game plan for what to drop and what to extend. take prep time. confidence is key

Comments for Turley & Ginsburg
focus on a game plan for what to drop and what to extend. take prep time. confidence is key

Jackie Ku & Jacob Grant vs Henry Lane & Wesley Ho  

Irfan, Hanaa
RFD
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Neg had no offense left at the end of the round because innovation was dropped in summary. Voted off of innovation
turn and HIV.

Comments for Ku & Grant
summary needs to mirror final focus

Comments for Lane & Ho
summary needs to match final focus

Shiv Patel & Hemish Patel vs Caty Gottschalk &
Gabriela Clinton

 

Gribble, Ty
RFD

Aff wins off of impacts

Comments for Patel & Patel
No extensions, no attacks, short speeches. Not prepared, weren't flowing half the time.

Comments for Gottschalk & Clinton
Good extensions,

Eschaal Merchant & Eric Fan vs Nate Goldberg &
Aum Patel

 

Nguyen, Timothy
RFD

Pro won affordability argument over con's innovation.

Con didn't extend arguments.

RFD said in round.

Pro won with the fact that companies will still have money for innovation and that people need to be saved now.

Alex Song & Kaveen Shah vs Bryan Pan & Michael
Zhu

 

Jalal, Ali
RFD

I vote on neg on innovation. AMR is the biggest impact and its 100% uncontested (10 million) and so I see who has the
best link. Neg is clearly winning the best link. They extend link and impact well. Aff has one response but it is not really
responsive to their arg. Since neg has the biggest impact and the biggest link I vote neg.

Also, if I want to look to the aff case, aff does not extend a link. Also, they don't really extend an impact. Aff just says
millions die but not a number.

Good round on both sides.

Andrea Aljazrawi & Semyon Nikulin vs Audrey
Nasser & Edan Lee

 

Goldin, Ben
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RFD

I voted neg on ABR

Comments for Nikulin & Aljazrawi
both really good at explaining the narritive just need some more work on extensions technically

Comments for Nasser & Lee
Audrey-great at crossfire very fun to watch great perceptual dominance/

Edan- also really good at crossfire, your rebuttal was very good I liked the clash with your opponents and you really
implicated out your arguments
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